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Getting quality time with customers (current and
potential) is not easy at trade shows. They are busy
and so are you. Past columns have mentioned how to
collect some of this information both in the booth and out
of the booth and the importance of analytics to make
sense of these bits and pieces. However, there is a
unique opportunity at events to potentially get a lot of
face time with your customers and be able to develop
valuable customer insights during the trade show and
outside of the trade show itself. The opportunity: Hosting
a customer event and running it as part of your event
intelligence program.
The article focuses on two types of customer events:
1) having a customer event at your facility when the
trade show happens to be in the same city as your
organization; 2) hosting a customer reception somewhere
around the trade show venue when the trade show is not
in the same city as your organization. Hosting multiple
customers together at your own corporate event, outside
the trade show facility (and outside of prying eyes)
provides a unique opportunity to find out what’s on your
customer’s minds. It’s a great way to further your win/
loss analysis; identifying not just what your customer’s
current and future needs are but also why they have
these needs; it can even be used to develop competitor
insights as well. Caution or a big warning: Whoever you
are inviting to your company event is going to be busy
at the trade show and probably put their own meeting
schedule together well before the event. If your company
is going to do one of these intelligence rich events, be
sure that the invitation gives them a compelling and
valuable reason for attending. Also commit to doing this
long enough before the trade show so that the customers
you want at the company event are not already booked
up.
This article is being written dominantly from the
perspective of hosting an event at your company facility,
the real home field advantage. I will however point out
where the advice changes if it’s an out-of-town trade
show. While for the in-town trade show, the location for
your company event should be your own facility, when
it’s out of town your company hosted customer reception
should be in one of the event hotel reception rooms or
in some other attractive location. Ensure however that
the location is conducive to company presentations,
interviews, and networking. Your company may want
to choose a location based on glitz, which does make
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sense from a marketing perspective (and they are likely
footing the bill), but you need a location that is also
conducive to event intelligence.
There have been several events that I have been at
where the event has happened in the home city of one
of the organizations I was helping. Let me lay out a
compilation of the flow of one of these events when a
company hosts a customer reception at their facility (the
full home field advantage). I will point out where there is
a difference in flow when it’s a non-home facility.
A few months before the trade show, the company
invites several of their customers (and some potential
customers) to the event for a tour and meet and great
with the company’s personnel (including R&D staff). It’s
an opportunity to show off to the customers how well
the company is doing with upcoming products and so
forth. Management, sales staff, and others also extend
invitations to people they see at the show that they
feel should be invited but were not part of the initial
invitation list:
1) Customers show up at the Companies facility/
event location where they have a meet and greet with
company staff and others.
2) A presentation follows were senior company
management talk about the company, its products/
services and possibly future plans.
3) A tour of the facility normally follows where
the customers interact with other members of the
organization which could include seeing prototypes of
future products. Step 3 does not happen with an out of
town hosted event.
4) The event ends with a reception (food and drink)
with company staff, customers, and other invited people
mingling.
I hope those reading this will see the enormous CI potential
in all four of these mini-events and their extraordinary
opportunity for developing customer insights. I also
hope for those of you whose companies have done of
these receptions before without CI involvement are now
realizing that you better push your way into the planning
of these events.
What follows are five planning tips for your organization
when inviting key customers (and sometimes others) to
maximize each of these opportunities. It’s not a complete
event plan guide, but it should give you a great start.
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1. Get Your Organizations Event
Logistics Details Including Schedule,
Invitees, and Company Personnel to Be
on Hand

3. Identify Individuals Within and
Outside of the Organization Who Can
Be Assigned Roles at the Corporate
Event

CI rarely gets to influence how the event is run – typically
its marketing/sales that does this. However, if you are
well respected enough by marketing/sales and have
a well thought out plan you may be able to influence
who is invited (beyond the current customers) and also
influence the schedule (see my last column for more on
that).

You were given the guest list in #1 and hopefully you also
got the list of who was attending from your organization
(you don’t normally see them on the guest invitation list).
There are lots of roles in event intelligence. You will
want people who can ask questions to your customers
during the walk around and at the receptions. You
need people who will write down the questions asked
by customers during the tours and presentations as
this reveals a lot about their needs/concerns, also for
writing down customer’s answers to questions posed
by your collectors, and finally people to watch the
customer’s body language. For example what part of
the presentation did they get most excited about (and
most bored)? Which new products were customers most
excited about? For example if you invite the customer’s
technical senior management to the event, you may want
your organizations technical staff talking to them (they
speak the same language), I call these subject matter
experts. Unlike a trade show also which has a high cost
associated with sending extra people to it, there’s not
much cost associated with inviting a few extra company
employees to an at-home event. As for the externals
who were invited (those from outside your organization),
do you have any, what I refer to as, friendlies – people
who can ask questions and watch on your behalf? In
one company trade show event, there were government
and association people invited. Both of these individuals
were very effective at asking questions. Customers
that you are particularly close to may also be asked to
keep their eyes open and ask questions at the corporate
reception.

The schedule of events mentioned earlier is important as it
lays out the different opportunities to gather information
and the kind of information that likely can be gathered.
For example during a product development tour you will
likely hear the customers talk about their future needs/
requirements. At a recent event one commented upon
seeing the product development “that will certainly help
us with our Northern Europe Expansion”. You might even
get technical questions depending on who is invited. By
having the “guest” list, you will know who will be there
and through proper profiling what information they
might have that could help your intelligence efforts and
how to best approach them for this information. On that
company tour story and all the valuable insights that
you can get from it. If the event is not in one of your
facilities (the out of town corporate event) think about
how you can in a sense simulate a bit of tour remotely
and demonstrate new and emerging products. Getting
customer’s to touch/feel/play with these products does
provide a great environment for developing customer
insights.

2. Look at Your Current Customer
Insight Needs (And Maybe Beyond
That) to Identify How the Corporate
Event Can Help Your Insight Program
Look at the event two ways. First, go over your current
intelligence plans and ask who on the invitation list has
what you need for your different information needs.
Secondly, look over the guest list again (in #1) and ask
who on this list could also be a helper (more on that in
step #3). Be clear about what you want to know and
who is most likely to have that information.
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4. Identify If Additional Individuals
Should Be Invited (Either from Inside or
Outside the Organization)
Armed with what you want to collect at the company
event (#2) and who you are able to get to help you
(#1 and #3), you may need additional help. You
may need additional subject matter experts or just
additional helpers. Either way, home field does have its
advantages because there is no real cost (except for
food) to getting more of the company employees at
the event. #4 may also include asking management to
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invite additional customers, suppliers, or others to the
event if you feel that they can also help either with
information needs, or if they can be valuable helpers
(#2 and #3). Of course, if the event is out of town,
planning early enough might give you the lead time to
have additional company personnel there or give you
time to approach friendlies that will be at the show
who you feel comfortable asking to help you.

5. Establish a Logistics Plan
You now know what information you want from those
in the room so that you can develop customer insights;
you know who you have to work with for collecting
the information. Now it’s time to assign information
collection roles and establish a logistics plan. Logistics
can include things such as who collects what and at
what part of the company event (mingling, company
presentation, plant tour, and reception), and even
where you want people to sit. At one company event
where I was one of the targets for information, I always
seemed to have someone from the organization sitting
next to me asking questions. It was very effective and
prevented me from spending too much time gabbing
with my friends (they did allow some time for that!!!!).
Logistics also includes setting up meeting times for
those helping you at the corporate event – real time
debriefing the intelligence team during the event.
For example, I suggested that the people conducting
interviews at one company event meet up three times
during the event. The time would be spent on quickly
reviewing how well collection was going, identifying
any problems that were occurring, and determining
if any person or topic needed additional support.
Given that the event only lasts a few hours, having
these short meetings are critical to ensure that the
activity remains on track. For example, at one event
that I was co-coordinating, we decided to change who
was interviewing certain key targets – we swapped
assignments.

Summary
Trade shows, conferences, and other events which bring
together customers are great venues for developing
valuable customer insights. Hosting an event either at
your own facility (if the trade show is in your company’s
home town) or hosting an event for customers in
the event city (if it is out of town) provides a great
opportunity both to develop customer insights and for
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other elements in your insight program, but only if you
plan properly for it. Hopefully this article, which is
based on several company trade show receptions that
I have been part of, provides lots of ideas on how to
maximize the benefit of these kinds of events. I hope
you will not be like one of the companies that I was
trying to help develop intelligence capabilities (not
trade show intelligence specifically) who told me after
the event how they had a large number of customers
attend an event at their main facility during a local
trade show. They proudly told me about how many
customers attended and others and how impressed
the customers were with their products and the facility.
When I asked did you write down and analyze their
comments and questions to identify patters? Did you
tie the event in with your intelligence plan (they had
a great set of intelligence plans – I thought)? Who
watched the body language? And other such event
intelligence questions, they got very quiet. Don’t miss
this valuable intelligence opportunity.
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